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Even today there is liquid water on Mars
That in a more or less remote past Mars hosted liquid water is well known for some time. But only a
hydrological system that is still active today could support any form of indigenous life and facilitate the
exploration of the planet by terrestrial “aliens”. Now we have the certainty that, although sparingly...

VLT finds hottest and most massive touching double star
The double star system VFTS 352 is located about 160,000 light-years away in the Tarantula Nebula
(the star’s name indicates that it was observed as part of the VLT FLAMES Tarantula Survey). This remarkable region is the most active nursery of new stars in the nearby Universe and new observations...

Revisiting the Veil Nebula
Deriving its name from its delicate, draped filamentary structures, the beautiful Veil Nebula is one of
the best-known supernova remnants. It formed from the violent death of a star twenty times the mass
of the Sun that exploded about 8000 years ago. Located roughly 2100 light-years from Earth in the...

Mysterious ripples found racing through planet-forming disc
AU Microscopii, or AU Mic for short, is a young, nearby star surrounded by a large disc of dust. The disc
essentially comprises asteroids that have collided with such vigour that they have been ground to dust.
Studies of such debris discs can provide valuable clues about how planets, which form from these discs...

VISTA discovers new component of Milky Way
The Vista Variables in the Vía Láctea Survey (VVV) ESO public survey is using the VISTA telescope at the
Paranal Observatory to take multiple images at different times of the central parts of the galaxy at infrared wavelengths. It is discovering huge numbers of new objects, including variable stars, clusters...

Exploring asteroids and comets using “hedgehogs”
The rough surface of asteroids and comets makes it impossible to explore and study them with traditional rovers, implying the need for a completely new technical solution. JPL/NASA, Stanford University and
the MIT have recently tested the one that seems the most feasible alternative, a small cube-shaped...

The nearest quasar is powered by a double black hole
Astronomers using NASA's Hubble Space Telescope have found that Markarian 231 (Mrk 231), the nearest galaxy to Earth that hosts a quasar, is powered by two central black holes furiously whirling about
each other. The finding suggests that quasars — the brilliant cores of active galaxies — may commonly...

NASA's Hubble finds supernovae in 'wrong place at wrong time'
Scientists have been fascinated by a series of unusual exploding stars-outcasts beyond the typical cozy
confines of their galaxies. A new analysis of 13 supernovae — including archived data from NASA's
Hubble Space Telescope — is helping astronomers explain how some young stars exploded sooner...

New Hubble image of the Twin Jet Nebula
The cosmic butterfly pictured in this NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope image goes by many names. It
is called the Twin Jet Nebula as well as answering to the slightly less poetic name of PN M2-9. The M in
this name refers to Rudolph Minkowski, a German-American astronomer who discovered the nebula...

Discovered the first Dyson sphere?
In the constellation Cygnus there is an apparently normal star that over a period of a couple of years
has shown two inexplicable dips in brightness. No known natural phenomenon seems to be at the origin of this abnormal behaviour and there is someone who does not exclude that the cause should be...
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Even today
is liquid wat
on Mars
by Michele Ferrara
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That in a more or less remote past Mars hosted liquid water is well known
for some time. But only a
hydrological system that is
still active today could support any form of indigenous life and facilitate the
exploration of the planet
by terrestrial “aliens”. Now
we have the certainty that,
although sparingly, water
really flows up there.

T

S

pectacular series of Recurring Slope Lineae
active inside Acheron Fossae. Researchers
have confirmed that at the origin of these
structures there is the movement of briny
water. [NASA/JPL-Caltech/Univ. of Arizona]

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015

he existence of water on Mars is a
topic that has fascinates mankind for
more than a century. In the last fifteen years, what had been just a hypothesis has increasingly become a concrete reality. Crucial in this regard has been the
NASA’s Phoenix mission, which in 2008
confirmed the presence of water ice in the
Martian soil. Even more significant was
then the discovery made in 2012 by Curiosity rover, which photographed the beds
of ancient streams.
What was missing, though, was the next
step, namely the evidence that even today
water still flows on the surface of the red
planet. That this was possible was already
known for many years, due to the presence of traces of geologically very recent
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landslides along the walls of some craters,
but this does not necessarily imply evidence of a recurrent phenomenology and,
mostly, that is still taking place.
Showing that still today there is flowing
water on Mar’s surface would greatly increase the chances of discovering in the
near future forms of bacterial life, survived
to the global drying-up suffered by the
planet over billions of years. It is therefore
understandable the uproar caused by an
article published by some researchers in
Nature Geoscience on last 28 September,
whom, thanks to observations by NASA’s
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), have

indirectly shown that, even at present,
there is liquid water on the Martian surface.
The foundations of the new discovery
were laid in 2010-2011, when Lujendra
Ojha (Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta) and Alfred McEwen (Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson) began to notice in the images
taken by the HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment) instrument of
the MRO a few series of dark streaks running along steep slopes, which reach their
maximum extent during warmer seasons,
to then retreat and disappear during the

A

bove, RSL
extending
for several hundred metres
along the wall of
Garni Crater (the
vertical scale is
exaggerated by
50%). Below,
similar formations, about 100
metres long, discovered inside
Hale Crater. [NASA/JPL-Caltech/
Univ. of Arizona]
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T

he video on
the side shows
the central peak
of Hale Crater, one
of the four sites
where Ojha and
McEwen’s team
detected the presence of hydrated
salts. [NASA/JPLCaltech/Univ. of
Arizona] Below,
schematic illustration summarizing some possible activating
mechanisms of
RSL. [Chuck Carter, Alfred McEwen, Scientific
American]

colder ones. Long a few hundred metres and only a few metres across,
the streaks’ evolution seems thus to
depend on soil temperature.
Over the years, the number of structures identified along slopes of different nature (mainly canyon walls,
peaks and rims of impact craters),
becomes increasingly higher, such
that researchers began to call them
by the generic name of Recurring
Slope Lineae (RSL).
Their form and behaviour immediately appeared to researchers comparable
to that of a rivulet of water that in flowing
downhill moistens (and thus darkens) the

land that it crosses. The suggestion that
the RSL were small streams of flowing
water was also supported by another fact:
their distribution favoured equatorial and
middle latitudes, and such events recurred
one year after the other on the slopes most
exposed to the solar radiation. In short,
the RSL have since the very beginning
shown that they are activated by a heat
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T

hese two images of the
southwest wall
of Asimov Crater
show the transformations suffered by some RSL
over a period of 2
Martian years.
The black arrows
indicate the
points affected by
major changes.
[NASA/JPL, D.E.
Stillman et al.]

source and, most likely, by the melting of
ice masses. Unfortunately, however, the
average Mars temperature at surface level
is almost minus 63 degrees C, and only in
rare circumstances it reaches and exceeds
0 degrees C. How is it
possible then that in
many places on Mars
the water can move
freely, even if for short
distances?
Already years ago, Ojha, McEwen and their
assistants suggested
that that water can
present itself in a liquid state only thanks
to a very high salinity
level. And we are not
talking about sodium
chloride (cooking salt),
that at most lowers
the freezing point by
a few degrees, but of
less well-known compounds, which when
dissolved in water can
keep it liquid up to at

least a few tens of degrees below zero,
turning it into a kind of brine. In this specific case, it was found that the RSL appear when the environmental temperature
reaches or exceeds minus 23 degrees C, and
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F

alse colour images of evolving RSL in Palikir
Crater. [Lujendra
Ojha et al./Geophysical Research
Letters]
The video below
shows the evolution of numerous
RSL in the equatorial regions of
Mars. [NASA /
JPL /University of
Arizona, Alfred
S. McEwen]

consequently if the liquid generating them
is water-based, this must necessarily be
mixed with salts having remarkable antifreeze properties. To show that even today
there are rivulets of water flowing on Mars
(although briny), the researchers had two
possible options: either directly catch it during its flow, which is unlikely with current-

ly available instruments, or detect the presence of certain salts deposited in correspondence of the RSL as a result of the
evaporation or re-absorption of water by
the soil. Since the latter is the most practical option, Ojha and colleagues crosschecked the images of the dark streaks
taken by HiRISE with the data on the chemical and mineralogical
composition of the soil
acquired by the CRISM
instrument
(Compact
Reconnaissance Imaging
Spectrometer for Mars).
The analysis showed the
presence of deposits of
hydrated salts that geographically coincide with
some of the larger RSL;
namely, those within
the scope of the limited
resolving power of the
spectrograph (numerous
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crystal structure
are
embedded
some water molecules. Chlorate and
perchlorate also
have hygroscopic
properties, that is
to say that they
are very efficient
in absorbing the
water vapour molecules present in
the atmosphere
surrounding them,
and when such
process exceeds a
certain threshold,
water condenses
other were found too narrow to be analyzed). In particular, the researchers’ attention focused on four different RSL
sites: Palikir Crater (on the crater’s wall),
Horowitz Crater (on the central peak),
Coprates Chasma (on the canyon’s wall)
and Hale Crater (on the central peak). In
these sites, CRISM has revealed the presence of mixtures of hydrate salts, among
which prevail magnesium chlorate and
perchlorate, and sodium perchlorate (it
is the first time that perchlorates are detected from the Martian orbit). Their
presence along the streaks is in itself evidence of the existence of liquid water,
since these salts are formed due to the
presence of water, such that into their
and changes from
gas to liquid state,
with ensuing dissolution of the
salts. Naturally, if
it is on a slope, the
resulting brine will
start flowing.
This is one of the
mechanisms proposed by Ojha
and colleagues for
explaining the formation of RSL, or
at least some of
them. The Martian

T

his sequence
of images of
Corozal Crater (8
km diameter)
gives an idea of
the relatively
small size of the
RSL, only a few
metres across.
[NASA/JPL, D.E.
Stillman et al.]
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volution of
some RSL inside Palikir Crater
during 2 Martian
years. [NASA/JPL,
D.E. Stillman et al.]

➌

➍

atmosphere is in ➎
fact little known
at ground level
and may be too
dry to provide
the water vapour necessary
to account for
the cyclical recurrence of RSL.
An alternative
mechanism
would involve
infiltrations of
salt water, associate with groundwater
aquifers, but at the altitudes at which the
rivulets generally activate make it difficult
to explain how these sources could regenerate themselves over the years.
More generally, the regions in which the
RSL occur appear too dry for the water to
come from the steep subsurface, but at
the same time it is difficult to explain why,

if they draw water from the atmosphere, they always materialize in the
same places: the deposits of hydrate
salts are the cause or the result of RSL?
The scenario is for now rather hazy, and
the same researchers argue that at the
origin of the phenomenon there might
be different mechanisms that intervene
in dissimilar ways depending on the circumstances.
The only thing certain is that the RSL
are the most striking demonstration of
the presence of liquid water on Mars
today. McEwen assesses its amount in
several Olympic
swimming pools
(roughly several
million cubic metres).
The importance
of RSL with regard to the existence of Martian life is relative, since these
are transient environments, very
salty and hence
➏

corrosive, in which no form of known life
could proliferate.
In having however been discovered several
thousand of them, this requires to positively re-evaluate the planet’s hydrological
cycle, because even though the source of
that water is not clear, it must come from
somewhere and at its origin it may not be
briny water at all.
n
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VLT finds hottest
and most massive
touching double star
by ESO

T

he double star system
VFTS 352 is located
about 160,000 lightyears away in the Tarantula
Nebula (the star’s name indicates that it was observed
as part of the VLT FLAMES
Tarantula Survey).
This remarkable region is the
most active nursery of new
stars in the nearby Universe
and new observations from
ESO’s VLT have revealed that
this pair of young stars is
among the most extreme and
strangest yet found. (This study
also used brightness measurements of VFTS 352 over a period
of twelve years made as part of the
OGLE survey.)
VFTS 352 is composed of two very
hot, bright and massive stars that

T

his artist’s impression shows
VFTS 352 — the hottest and
most massive double star system to
date where the two components
are in contact and sharing material.
The two stars in this extreme system lie about 160 000 light-years
from Earth in the Large Magellanic
Cloud. This intriguing system could
be heading for a dramatic end, either with the formation of a single
giant star or as a future binary
black hole. [ESO/L. Calçada]

orbit
e a c h
other in
little more
than a day. Both
components are classed as O-type stars. Such
stars are typically between 15 and
80 times more massive than the Sun
and can be up to a million times
brighter. They are so hot that they
shine with a brilliant blue-white
light and have surface temperatures over 30,000 degrees Celsius.

The centres of the stars are separated by just 12 million kilometres.
In fact, the stars are so close that
their surfaces overlap and a bridge
has formed between them.

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015
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VFTS 352 is not only the
most massive known in this tiny
class of “overcontact binaries” — it
has a combined mass of about 57
times that of the Sun — but it also
contains the hottest components —
with surface temperatures above
40,000 degrees Celsius. Extreme
stars like the two components of
VFTS 352, play a key role in the evolution of galaxies and are thought
to be the main producers of elements such as oxygen. Such double
stars are also linked to exotic behaviours such as that shown by
“vampire stars”, where a smaller
companion star sucks matter from

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015

13

the surface of its larger neighbour.
In the case of VFTS 352, however,
both stars in the system are of
almost identical size. Material is,
therefore, not sucked from one to
another, but instead may be shared.
The component stars of VFTS 352
are estimated to be sharing about
30 per cent of their material. (The
regions around the stars are known
as Roche lobes. In an overcontact
binary such as VFTS 352 both stars
overfill their Roche lobes.)
Such a system is very rare because
this phase in the life of the stars is

short, making it difficult to catch
them in the act. Because the stars
are so close together, astronomers think that strong
tidal forces lead to enhanced mixing of the
material in the stellar interiors. “The
VFTS 352 is the
best case yet
found for a
hot and massive double
star that
may show
this kind
of internal mixing,” explains
lead author Leonardo A.
Almeida of
the University of São
Paulo, Brazil.
“As such it’s a
fascinating and
important discovery.” Astronomers predict that VFTS 352 will
face a cataclysmic fate in
one of two ways. The first potential outcome is the merging of
the two stars, which would likely
produce a rapidly rotating, and possibly magnetic, gigantic single star.
“If it keeps spinning rapidly it might

T

his animated artist’s impression
shows the massive double star
system VFTS 352. [ESO/L. Calçada]
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T

his image shows
the location of VFTS
352. This view of the
Tarantula star-forming
region includes visiblelight images from the
Wide Field Imager at
the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre
telescope at La Silla
and infrared images
from the 4.1-metre infrared VISTA telescope
at Paranal. [ESO/M.-R.
Cioni/VISTA Magellanic
Cloud survey]

end its life in one of the
most energetic explosions
in the Universe, known as
a long-duration gammaray burst,” says the lead
scientist of the project,
Hugues Sana, of the University of Leuven in Belgium. The second possibility is explained by the
lead theoretical astrophysicist in the team,
Selma de Mink of University of Amsterdam: “If
the stars are mixed well
enough, they both remain
compact and the VFTS 352
system may avoid merging. This would lead the
objects down a new evolutionary path that is completely different from classic stellar evolution
predictions. In the case of VFTS 352,
the components would likely end

tational waves.” Proving the existence of this second evolutionary
path would be an observational breakthrough in the field of stellar astrophysics. But, regardhis zoom sequence starts with a broad
less of how VFTS 352
panorama of the southern night sky
meets its demise, this
and closes in on the Tarantula star-forming
system has already
region in the Large Magellanic Cloud.
provided
astronoAmong the many hot young stars here lies
mers with valuable
VFTS 352 — the hottest and most massive
new insights into the
double star system to date where the two
poorly understood
components are in contact and sharing
evolutionary processmaterial. The final frames show a close-up
es of massive overof the region of this exotic object. [ESO/N.
contact binary star
Risinger (skysurvey.org)/R. Gendler]
systems.
n

their lives in supernova explosions,
forming a close binary system of
black holes. Such a remarkable object
would be an intense source of gravi-

T
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Revisiting the
Veil Nebula
by NASA

D

eriving its name from its delicate, draped filamentary
structures, the beautiful Veil
Nebula is one of the best-known
supernova remnants. It formed from
the violent death of a star twenty
times the mass of the Sun that exploded about 8000 years ago. Located roughly 2100 light-years from

Earth in the constellation of Cygnus
(The Swan), this brightly coloured
cloud of glowing debris spans approximately 110 light-years.
In 1997, Hubble’s Wide Field and
Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) photographed the Veil Nebula, providing
detailed views of its structure. Now,
overlaying WFPC2 images with new

T

his image shows a small section of the Veil Nebula, as it
was observed by the NASA/ESA
Hubble Space Telescope. This
section of the outer shell of the
famous supernova remnant is in
a region known as NGC 6960
or — more colloquially — the
Witch’s Broom Nebula. [NASA,
ESA, Hubble Heritage Team]

Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) data
provides even greater detail and allows scientists to study how far the
nebula has expanded since it was
photographed over 18 years ago.
Despite the nebula’s complexity
and distance from us, the movement of some of its delicate structures is clearly visible — particularly
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the faint red hydrogen filaments.
In this image, one
such filament can
be seen as it meanders through
the middle of the
brighter features
that dominate the
image.
Astronomers suspect that before
the Veil Nebula’s
source star exploded it expelled a strong stellar wind.
This wind blew a
large cavity into
the surrounding
interstellar gas.
As the shock wave
from the supernova expands outwards, it encounters the walls of
this cavity — and
forms the nebula’s distinctive
structures. Bright
filaments are produced as the shock wave interacts
with a relatively dense cavity wall,
whilst fainter structures are generated by regions nearly devoid of
material. The Veil Nebula’s colourful appearance is generated by variations in the temperatures and
densities of the chemical elements
present. The blue coloured features
— outlining the cavity wall — appear smooth and curved in comparison to the fluffy green and red
coloured ones. This is because the
gas traced by the blue filter has
more recently encountered the nebula’s shock wave, thus still maintain
the original shape of the shock
front. These features also contain
hotter gas than the red and green
coloured ones. The latter excited
longer ago and have subsequently

diffused into more chaotic structures. The colours in the image
have been chosen to help identifying the three different species of
gas; they do not represent the real
colours of the nebula.
Hidden amongst these bright, chaotic structures lie a few thin, sharply edged, red coloured filaments.

The red colour arises after gas is
swept into the shock wave — which
is moving at almost 1.5 million kilometres per hour! — and the hydrogen within the gas is excited by
particle collisions right at the shock
front itself. Despite utilising six full
Hubble fields of view, these new
WFC3 images cover just a tiny frac-

T

his image shows the Veil supernova remnant and the surrounding
sky. Due to the size of the nebula the NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope was able to only observe a small part of it in detail.
[NASA, ESA, Digitized Sky Survey 2]

These faint hydrogen emission features are created through a totally different mechanism than that
which generates their fluffy red companions, and they provide scientists
with a snapshot of the shock front.

tion of the nebula’s outer limb. Located on the west side of the supernova remnant, this section of
the outer shell is in a region known
as NGC 6960 or — more colloquially
— the Witch’s Broom Nebula.
n
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Mysterious ripples
found racing through
planet-forming disc
by ESO

AU

Microscopii, or AU Mic
for short, is a young,
nearby star surrounded by a large disc of dust. The disc
essentially comprises asteroids that
have collided with such vigour that
they have been ground to dust.
Studies of such debris discs can provide valuable clues about how planets, which form from these discs, are
created.
Astronomers have been searching
AU Mic’s disc for any signs of clumpy
or warped features, as such signs
might give away the location of possible planets. And in 2014 they used
the powerful high-contrast imaging
capabilities of ESO’s newly installed
SPHERE instrument, mounted on the
Very Large Telescope for their search
— and discovered something very
unusual.
“Our observations have shown something unexpected,” explains Anthony Boccaletti of the Observatoire
de Paris, France, lead author on the
study. “The images from SPHERE
show a set of unexplained features
in the disc which have an arch-like,
or wave-like, structure, unlike anything that has ever been observed
before.”
Five wave-like arches at different distances from the star show up in the
new images, reminiscent of ripples
in water. After spotting the features

T

he top row shows a Hubble image of the AU Mic disc from 2010, the
middle row Hubble from 2011 and the bottom row is an image taken
with the SPHERE instrument, mounted on the Very Large Telescope, from
2014. The black central circles show where the brilliant light of the central
star has been blocked off to reveal the much fainter disc, and the position
of the star is indicated schematically. The scale bar at the top of the picture
indicates the diameter of the orbit of the planet Neptune in the Solar System (60 AU). Note that the brightness of the outer parts of the disc has
been artificially brightened to reveal the faint structure. [ESO, NASA & ESA]

in the SPHERE data the team turned
to earlier images of the disc taken
by the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope in 2010 and 2011 to see whether the features were also visible in
these. They were not only able to
identify the features on the earlier

Hubble images — but they also discovered that they had changed over
time. It turns out that these ripples
are moving — and very fast! “We reprocessed images from the Hubble
data and ended up with enough information to track the movement of
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these strange features over a fouryear period,” explains team member Christian Thalmann (ETH Zürich,
Switzerland).
“By doing this, we
found that the
arches are racing
away from the star
at speeds of up to
about 40,000 kilometres/hour!”
The features further away from
the star seem to be
moving faster than
those closer to it.
At least three of
the features are
moving so fast that they could well
be escaping from the gravitational
attraction of the star. Such high speeds rule out the possibility that
these are conventional disc features
caused by objects — like planets —
disturbing material in the disc while
orbiting the star. The edge-on view
of the disc complicates the interpretation of its three-dimensional structure. There must have been some-

thing else involved to speed up the
ripples and make them move so
quickly, meaning that they are a
sign of something truly unusual.
“Everything about this find was
pretty surprising!” comments co-author Carol Grady of Eureka Scientific, USA. “And because nothing like
this has been observed or predicted
in theory we can only hypothesise
when it comes to what we are seeing and how it
came about.”
The team cannot
say for sure what
caused these mysterious ripples
around the star.
But they have considered and ruled
out a series of phenomena as explanations, including
the collision of
two massive and
his short timelapse sequence shows images of
rare asteroid-like
the debris disc around the nearby star AU Microobjects releasing
scopii in 2010, 2011 and 2014. The two earlier images
large quantities
were from the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope
of dust, and spiral
and the final one from the new SPHERE instrument
waves triggered
on ESO's Very Large Telescope. [ESO, ESA & NASA]
by instabilities in

T

T

his image shows the
sky around the nearby
young star AU Microscopii.
It was created from images
forming part of the Digitized Sky Survey 2. AU Mic
appears just below the
centre of the image as an
orangish star of moderate
brightness. Because the
photographs through different coloured filters that
were used to make this
picture were taken many
years apart, AU Mic appears double, as the star’s
own proper motion has
moved it a small distance
across the sky in the intervening time. [ESO/Digitized Sky Survey 2]

the system’s gravity. But other
ideas that they have considered
look more promising. “One explanation for the strange structures
links them to the star’s flares. AU
Mic is a star with high flaring activity — it often lets off huge and
sudden bursts of energy from on or
near its surface,” explains co-author Glenn Schneider of Steward
Observatory, USA. “One of these
flares could perhaps have triggered
something on one of the planets —
if there are planets — like a violent
stripping of material which could
now be propagating through the
disc, propelled by the flare’s force.”
“It is very satisfying that SPHERE
has proved to be very capable at
studying discs like this in its first
year of operation,” adds Jean-Luc
Beuzit, who is both a co-author of
the new study and also led the development of SPHERE itself.
The team plans to continue to observe the AU Mic system with
SPHERE and other facilities, including ALMA, to try to understand
what is happening. But, for now,
these curious features remain an unsolved mystery.
n
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Astronomers find
galaxy cluster with
bursting heart
by NASA

sity, Montreal, Canada, lead author
of the study.
The galaxy was initially discovered using NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope and the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, located on Mauna

Kea in Hawai`i and confirmed using the W.M. Keck Observatory, also
on Mauna Kea. Follow-up observations using the NASA/ESA Hubble
alaxy clusters are vast families
Space Telescope allowed the astroof galaxies bound together by
nomers to explore the galaxy’s acgravity. Our own galaxy, the
tivity. The SpARCS
Milky Way resides
1049+56 cluster is
within a small galso far away that its
axy group known
light took 9.8 bilas the Local Group,
lion years to reach
which itself is a
us. It houses at
member of the
least 27 galaxies
massive Laniakea
and has a combinsupercluster. Galed mass equal to
axies at the centres
400 trillion Suns. It
of clusters are usuis a truly unique
ally made of stellar
cluster in one asfossils — old, red
pect — its vibrant
or dead stars.
heart of new stars.
However, astronoThe cluster’s brighmers have now distest galaxy is rapcovered a giant
idly spitting out
galaxy at the heart
800 new stars per
of a cluster named
year.
SpARCS1049+56
The Milky Way
that seems to be
forms two stars per
bucking the trend,
year at most! (At
instead forming
the core of most
new stars at an ingalaxy clusters lies
credible rate. “We
a hulking galaxy
think the giant galcalled the brighaxy at the centre
test cluster galaxy,
of this cluster is
or BCG. This newly
furiously making
discovered starburnew stars after
sting galaxy is the
merging with a
his image, made with data obtained through Spitzer and the HubBCG in SpARCS1049
smaller galaxy,” exble Space Telescope, shows the galaxy cluster SpARCS1049+56.
+56.) “The Spitzer
plained Tracy Webb [NASA/STScI/ESA/JPL-Caltech/McGill]
data showed us a
of McGill Univer-
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truly enormous amount of star formation in the heart of this cluster,
something that has rarely been seen
before, and certainly not in a cluster
this distant,” commented co-author
Adam Muzzin of the University of
Cambridge, UK.
Spitzer picks up infrared light, so it
can detect the warm glow of hidden, dusty regions of starbirth.
Follow-up studies with Hubble in visible light helped to pinpoint what
was fuelling the new star formation. It appears that a smaller galaxy
has recently merged with the monster in the middle of the cluster, lending its gas to the larger galaxy and
igniting a furious episode of new
starbirth.
“Building on our other observations, we used Hubble to explore
the galaxy in depth — and we were
not disappointed,” added Muzzin.
“Hubble found a trainwreck of a
merger at the centre of this cluster.
We detected features that looked
like beads on a string.”
Beads on a string are telltale signs
of something known as a wet merger. Wet mergers occur when gas-rich

T

his image, made
with data obtained through Spitzer
and the Hubble Space
Telescope, shows the
central region of the
galaxy cluster
SpARCS1049 +56. The
brightest cluster galaxy in the center of
the cluster is currently undergoing a wet
merger which produces enormous
amounts of new stars.
The tidal tail — an indicator of the merger
— as well as the
brightest cluster galaxy itself are shown.
[NASA/STScI/ESA/JPLC
altech/McGill]

T

his image shows the region of sky around the the distant galaxy cluster
SpARCS1049+56. It took the light of the cluster 9.8 billion light-years to reach us.
The cluster houses at least 27 galaxies, probably more, and has a combined mass
equal to 400 trillion Suns. [NASA, ESA, Digitized Sky Survey 2]

galaxies collide — this gas is converted quickly into new stars.
The new discovery is one of the first

known cases of a wet merger at
the core of a galaxy cluster. Hubble
had previously discovered another
closer galaxy cluster containing a
wet merger, but it was not forming
stars as vigorously.
Other galaxy clusters grow in mass
through dry mergers (which involve
the coming together of two galaxies
lacking in gas), or by siphoning gas
towards their centres. For example,
the mega galaxy cluster known as
the Phoenix Cluster grows in size by
sipping off gas that flows into its
centre.
The astronomers now aim to explore
how common this type of growth
mechanism is in galaxy clusters.
Are there other “messy eaters” out
there similar to SpARCS1049+56,
which also munch on gas-rich galaxies? SpARCS1049+56 may be an
outlier — or it may represent an early time in our Universe when messy
eating was the norm.
n
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VISTA discovers
new component of
Milky Way
by ESO

T

he Vista Variables in the Vía
Láctea Survey (VVV) ESO public survey is using the VISTA

telescope at the Paranal Observatory
to take multiple images at different
times of the central parts of the galaxy at infrared wavelengths. It is discovering huge numbers of new objects, including variable stars, clus-

ters and exploding stars. A team of
astronomers, led by Istvan Dékány
of the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, has now used data
from this survey, taken between
2010 and 2014, to make a remark-
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able discovery — a previously unknown component of our home galaxy, the Milky Way.
“The central bulge of the Milky
Way is thought to consist of vast
numbers of old stars. But the VISTA
data has revealed something new
— and very young by astronomical
standards!” says Dékány, lead author of the new study.
Analysing data from the survey, the
astronomers found 655 candidate
variable stars of a type called Cepheids. These stars expand and contract periodically, taking anything
from a few days to months to complete a cycle and changing significantly in brightness as they do so.
The time taken for a Cepheid to
brighten and fade again is
longer for those that are
brighter and shorter for
the dimmer ones. This remarkably precise relationship, which was discovered in 1908 by American astronomer Henrietta
Swan Leavitt, makes the
study of Cepheids one of

A

stronomers using
the VISTA telescope
at ESO’s Paranal Observatory have discovered
a previously unknown
component of the Milky
Way. By mapping out
the locations of a class
of stars that vary in
brightness called Cepheids, a disc of young
stars buried behind
thick dust clouds in the
central bulge has been
found. This diagram
shows the locations of
the newly discovered
Cepheids in an artist’s
rendering of the Milky
Way. The yellow star indicates the position of
the Sun. [ESO/Microsoft
WorldWide Telescope]

the most effective ways to
measure the distances to, and
map the positions of, distant
objects in the
Milky Way and
beyond.
But there is a
catch — Cepheids are not all
the same — they
come in two
main classes, one
his video shows the locations of the newly discovermuch younger
ed Cepheids (red dots) in an artist’s rendering of
than the other. the Milky Way. [ESO/Microsoft Worldwide Telescope]
Out of their samteam traced an entirely new feature
ple of 655 the team identified 35
in the Milky Way — a thin disc of
stars as belonging to a sub-group
young stars across the galactic
called classical Cepheids — young
bulge. This new component to our
bright stars, very different from the
home galaxy had remained unusual, much more elderly, residents
known and invisible to previous surof the central bulge of the Milky
veys as it was buried behind thick
Way.
clouds of dust. Its discovery demonThe team gathered information on
strates the unique power of VISTA,
the brightness, pulsation period,
which was designed to study the
and deduced the distances of these
Milky Way’s deep structures by
35 classical Cepheids. Their pulsation
wide-field, high-resolution imaging
periods, which are closely linked to
at infrared wavelengths.
their age, revealed their surprising
“This study is a powerful demonyouth.
stration of the unmatched capabil“All of the 35 classical Cepheids disities of the VISTA telescope for
covered are less than 100 million
probing extremely obscured galactic
years old. The youngest Cepheid
regions that cannot be reached by
may even be only around 25 million
any other current or planned suryears old, although we cannot exveys,” remarks Dékány.
clude the possible presence of even
“This part of the galaxy was comyounger and brighter Cepheids,” expletely unknown until our VVV surplains the study’s second author
vey found it!” adds Minniti.
Dante Minniti, of the Universidad
Further investigations are now needAndres Bello, Santiago, Chile.
ed to assess whether these CepheThe ages of these classical Cepheids
ids were born close to where they
provide solid evidence that there
are now, or whether they originate
has been a previously unconfirmed,
from further out.
continuous supply of newly formed
Understanding their fundamental
stars into the central region of the
properties, interactions, and evoluMilky Way over the last 100 million
tion is key in the quest to underyears. But, this wasn’t to be the onstand the evolution of the Milky
ly remarkable discovery from the
Way, and the process of galaxy evosurvey’s dataset. Mapping the Celution as a whole.
pheids that they discovered, the
n
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Exploring ast
and comets u
“hedgehogs”
by Michele Ferrara

The rough surface of asteroids and comets makes it
impossible to explore and study them with traditional
rovers, implying the need for a completely new technical solution. JPL / NASA, Stanford University and the
MIT have recently tested the one that seems the most
feasible alternative, a small cube-shaped robot capable of hopping, tumbling and rolling on any surface.
NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015
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steroids
using
”
A

n artist’s depiction of a
Hedgehog exploring Phobos, a satellite of Mars.
Such activity
would be impossible for a traditional rover.
[NASA/JPL-Caltech/Stanford]

E

SA’s Rosetta mission, with the adventuresome Philae landing on the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, has
confirmed that the exploration of the surfaces of small solar system bodies, namely
asteroids and cometary nuclei, cannot be
undertaken with the same technologies
and methods used for planets and their
major moons. If landing and operating
small self-propelled rovers and stationary

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015

probes on these objects is relatively easy,
for bodies of a few kilometres or a few
tens of kilometres across things are much
more complicated. The reason for this is the
very low gravitational force, which does
not guarantee a safe and steady landing, or the possibility to move around on
wheels. This is due both to the ruggedness
of the asteroidal and cometary surfaces,
and because any wheeled vehicle, in a mi-
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crogravity environment, would be too light
to get a hold on the terrain, and if it did, it
may be so speeded up that it will launch itself off the surface.
Effective exploration of small solar system
bodies thus requires a new kind of engineering approach. The solution to this problem began to emerge in 2011, when Marco
Pavone, Stanford University, and Issa Nesnas, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, proposed to use small hedgehog-shaped robots (and thus generically known as “Hedgehogs”), capable of hopping and rolling on
any type of surface, while remaining perfectly operational regardless of their position with respect to the ground.
In recent years, Stanford University and
JPL, in collaboration with the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology (MIT), have
designed several versions of these robots,
in order to assess which
may be the most suitable shapes and internal devices for operating on smaller bodies. The engineers have
come to the conclusion that the most suitable structure for a
Hedgehog robot consists of a cube with
spikes on the corners,
capable of moving
thanks to the pulses
generated by the spinning and abrupt braking of three internal
flywheels, positioned
in three different spatial directions.
By suitably adjusting
the speeds of the flywheels and the action of their respective
brakes, the resultant
kinetic energy is transmitted to the entire robot structure, prompting it to move in the
directions associated
with the flywheels.
Depending on the
amount of energy generated and the speed

T

he video
above summarizes the
Hedgehog concept. Left, closeup of a Hedgehog
prototype displayed in a rocket garden. [JPL /
NASA, California
Institute of Technology]
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O

n this page,
we can see
the overall structure and internal
components of a
Hedgehog prototype. Initially designed in the
shape of hedgehog with several
“spines”, the project has evolved
into a cube with
spikes on its corners; an engineering solution
most suited for
exploring the surfaces of asteroids
and comets.
[NASA/JPL-Caltech/Stanford
Univ., MIT]

Mobility components
Three internal
flywheels for
mobility

Motors and
brakes generate
controlled and
abrupt torques
on flywheels

Spikes on each corner
protect from terrain and
act as feet for hopping

with which it is transferred, the robot can
perform more or less ample manoeuvres,
from fine corrections to its position up to
great leaps upwards. The eight spikes jutting from the cube’s corners serve as “protective limbs”, preventing the Hedgehog
from directly impacting its side
faces against ground projections.
The designers have also planned
to incorporate in these spikes
some scientific instruments, such
as thermal probes capable of measuring the ground temperature.
Although at first sight the impression may be that on a rough
surface a Hedgehog can only tumble around in an haphazard manner, in reality this is only partly
true, since the robot can point to
Key features
Mechanically and
thermally sealed
from environment
Symmetric design
allows mobility in
any configuration
Large internal
volume for
scientific payload
Minimalistic
Scalable

a specific target and
hop exactly in that direction, without then
needing major corrective manoeuvres for
reaching its final target. For the mission
controllers it will be a
bit like playing golf in
an alien environment
under microgravity conditions, with the difference that the flywheels
will replace the clubs,
while the balls will be
much bigger in size. In
fact, the sides of the
two prototypes built so
far (one by JPL and one by Stanford) measure 30-40 cm, while the weight, depending on the instruments carried (recording
cameras, spectrometers, various sensors),
can vary from a few kilograms up to ten kilograms. The glaring differences between

the two versions are the smaller size and
lighter weight of the Stanford’s prototype,
and also the braking system: discs are used
on the one built by JPL, while belts are
used on the Stanford’s version.
The two Hedgehog prototypes were tested
last summer aboard the Zero-G NASA aircraft, a C-9 specially modified to perform
dizzying dives during parabolic flights,
which allow to almost completely cancel
the gravitational pull of the Earth, thus
creating a microgravity environment similar to that found on the surfaces of asteroids and comets. Over the course of 4 flights,
involving more than 180 parabolas, the two
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T

his video shows a series of
manoeuvres performed under
microgravity conditions by a Hedgehog prototype during parabolic
flights aboard the Zero-G NASA aircraft. [NASA/JPL-Caltech/Stanford
Univ., MIT]

H

ere we have instead a simulation of how a Hedgehog could
move on the surface of the asteroid
Itokawa, explored in 2005 by the Japanese probe Hayabusa. The Hedgehog speed has been accelerated by
100 times. [Stanford Autonomous
Systems Laboratory]

ASTRONAUTICS

Hedgehogs, enclosed
in a special environment, performed several types of manoeuvres on surfaces of different composition
and consistency, which
in first approximation
mimic those present
on smaller bodies;
namely, icy, rough and
rocky, sandy, or crumbly and soft surfaces.
Among the most daring manoeuvres performed by the robots
there is also the one called “tornado”,
which consists in a fierce vertical spinning,
useful in case the Hedgehog falls into a crater, sinkhole or other situations, from
which, within certain limits, it will be able
to launch itself out with a single leap. The
set of tests performed by the robots aboard
Zero-G have shown that they are capable of
operating on asteroids and comets, with the
advantage over traditional rovers of having
access to many more surface structures, unreachable with explorations on wheels.
In addition to their greater employability
with respect to rovers, with the same
onboard scientific instrumentation they
are also much less expensive to produce
and, thanks to their
shape and small size,
it will be easy to transport quite a few of
them in a single mission. It will thus be
possible to place several Hedgehogs in different regions far from
each other, essential
for gaining an overall knowledge of the visited object. Each robot will communicate
with Earth by radio link via an orbiting
probe, in the same way as done by Mars rovers. The researchers involved in the development of the Hedgehogs are currently
working on enhancing their artificial intelli-

I

n the background, the
ideal match of a
Hedgehog with
the Martian surface, to underline
that this type of
robot can be usefully employed
also in the exploration of large
planetary bodies.
[NASA/JPL-Caltech/Stanford]
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gence, so as to ensure that in certain situations the robots can operate autonomously
without receiving instructions from remote
control centres. At present, the Hedgehogs
feasibility has reached TRL 3.5 (NASA’s Technological Readiness Level), namely the testing and verification phase in laboratory

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2015

environment, which leaves us optimistic
about future developments. Probably we
will not have to wait many years before
seeing one of these robots roaming on an
asteroid or a comet, and that day we will
witness a little revolution in the exploration of the solar system.
n
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The nearest quasar
is powered by a
double black hole
by NASA

If only one black hole
were present in the
center of the quasar,
stronomers usthe whole accretion
ing NASA's Hubdisk made of surroundble Space Teleing hot gas would
scope have found that
glow in ultraviolet
Markarian 231 (Mrk
rays. Instead, the ul231), the nearest galtraviolet glow of the
axy to Earth that hosts
dusty disk abruptly
a quasar, is powered
drops off towards the
by two central black
center.
holes furiously whirlThis provides obsering about each other.
vational evidence that
The finding suggests
the disk has a big
that quasars — the
donut hole encircling
brilliant cores of acthe central black hole.
tive galaxies — may
The best explanation
commonly host two
for the observational
central supermassive
data, based on dynamblack holes that fall
ical models, is that the
into orbit about one
center of the disk is
another as a result of
carved out by the acthe merger between
tion of two black
two galaxies. Like a
holes orbiting each
pair of whirling skatother. The second,
ers, the black-hole duo
smaller black hole orhis Hubble Space Telescope image reveals a bright starlike
generates tremendous
bits
in the inner edge
glow in the center of the interacting galaxy Markarian 231,
amounts of energy the nearest quasar to Earth. Located 581 million light-years
of the accretion disk,
that makes the core away, we are seeing the galaxy as it looked before multicelled
and has its own miniof the host galaxy life first appeared on Earth. Quasars are powered by a central
disk with an ultraviooutshine the glow of black hole that heats the gas around it to unleash tremendous
let glow.
the galaxy's popula- amounts of energy. [NASA, ESA, the Hubble Heritage Team
"We are extremely ex(STScI/AURA)-ESA/Hubble Collaboration, and A. Evans (Univertion of billions of
cited about this findstars, which scientists sity of Virginia, Charlottesville/NRAO/Stony Brook University)]
ing because it not onthen identify as qualy shows the existence
Mrk 231 to discover what they desars. Astronomers looked at Hubble
of a close binary black hole in Mrk
scribe as "extreme and surprising
archival observations of ultraviolet
231, but also paves a new way to
properties."
radiation emitted from the center of
systematically search binary black

A
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T

his artistic illustration is of a binary black hole found in the center of the nearest quasar host galaxy to Earth, Markarian 231.
Like a pair of whirling skaters, the black-hole duo generates tremendous amounts of energy that makes the core of the host
galaxy outshine the glow of the galaxy's population of billions of stars. Quasars have the most luminous cores of active galaxies
and are often fueled by galaxy collisions. [NASA, ESA, and G. Bacon (STScI)]

holes via the nature of their ultraviolet light emission," said Youjun
Lu of the National Astronomical
Observatories of China, Chinese
Academy of Sciences.
"The structure of our universe, such
as those giant galaxies and clusters of galaxies, grows by merging
smaller systems into larger ones,

and binary black holes are natural
consequences of these mergers of
galaxies," added co-investigator
Xinyu Dai of the University of Oklahoma. The central black hole is estimated to be 150 million times the
mass of our sun, and the companion weighs in at 4 million solar masses. The dynamic duo completes an

orbit around each other every 1.2
years. The lower-mass black hole is
the remnant of a smaller galaxy
that merged with Mrk 231.
Evidence of a recent merger comes
from the host galaxy's asymmetry,
and the long tidal tails of young
blue stars. The result of the merger
has been to make Mrk 231 an energetic starburst galhis simplified spectral
axy with a starplot shows the radiation
formation rate 100
emitted from the center of
times greater than
a nearby galaxy that hosts
that of our Milky
a quasar. Visible and infraWay galaxy. The inred light coming from a
falling gas fuels the
disk surrounding a central
black hole "engine,"
black hole in the middle of
triggering outflows
the galaxy is measured.
and gas turbulence
Surprisingly, ultraviolet
light from the disk, as meathat incites a firesured by the Hubble Space
storm of star birth.
Telescope, shows a drop in
The binary black
radiation from the disk.
holes are predicted
This is evidence for a large
to spiral together
gap in the center of the
and collide within a
disk that is likely carved
few hundred thouout by a second black hole
sand years.
orbiting the primary black
Mrk 231 is located
hole. [NASA, ESA, and P.
581 million lightJeffries (STScI)]
years away.
n
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Sibling stars
by ESO

T

he loose speckling of stars in this
new ESO image is the open star
cluster IC 4651, located within
the Milky Way, in the constellation of
Ara (The Altar), about 3000 lightyears away. The cluster is around 1.7
billion years old — making it middleaged by open cluster standards.
IC 4651 was discovered by Solon Bailey, who pioneered the establishment of observatories in the high dry
sites of the Andes, and it was catalogued in 1896 by the Danish–Irish
astronomer John Louis Emil Dreyer.

The Milky Way is known to contain
over a thousand of these open clusters, with more thought to exist, and
many have been studied in great
depth. Observations of star clusters
like these have furthered our knowledge of the formation and evolution of the Milky Way and the individual stars within it. They also allow
astronomers to test their models of
how stars evolve.
The stars in IC 4651 all formed around
the same time out of the same cloud
of gas (although many of the stars
captured here belong to IC 4651,
most of the very brightest in the picture actually lie between us and the

T

his rich view of a tapestry of
colourful stars was captured
by the Wide Field Imager (WFI)
camera, on the MPG/ESO 2.2metre telescope at ESO’s La Silla
Observatory in Chile. It shows a
open cluster of stars known as
IC 4651, a stellar grouping that
lies in the constellation of Ara
(The Altar). [ESO]

cluster and most of the faintest ones
are more distant). These sibling stars
are only bound together very loosely
by their attraction to one another
and also by the gas between them.
As the stars within the cluster interact with other clusters and clouds of
gas in the galaxy around them, and
as the gas between the stars is either
used up to form new stars or blown
away from the cluster, the cluster’s
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T

his wide-field view of the sky
around the cluster IC 4651 was
created from photographic material forming part of the Digitized
Sky Survey 2. The cluster itself is
the clump of faint stars in the central part of the picture. The bright
star at the left is Alpha Arae,
one of the brightest stars in the
constellation of Ara (The Altar).
[ESO/Digitized Sky Survey 2]

structure begins to change. Eventually, the remaining mass in the
cluster becomes small enough that
even the stars can escape.
Recent observations of IC 4651 showed that the cluster contains a mass
of 630 times the mass of the Sun
(this quantity is in fact much larger
than the numbers quoted by previous studies which surveyed smaller regions, leaving out many of the
cluster’s stars that lie further from
its core) and yet it is thought that
it initially contained at least 8300
stars, with a total mass 5300 times
that of the Sun.
As this cluster is relatively old, a part
of this lost mass will be due to the
most massive stars in the cluster
having already reached the ends of
their lives and exploded as supernovae. However, the majority of the
stars that have been lost will not
have died, but merely moved on.
They will have been stripped from
the cluster as it passed by a giant gas
cloud or had a close encounter with

a neighbouring cluster, or even simply drifted away.
A fraction of these lost stars may still
be gravitationally bound to the cluster and surround it at a great distance. The remaining lost stars will
have migrated away from the cluster to join others, or have settled else-

where in the busy Milky Way. The
Sun was probably once part of a
cluster like IC 4651, until it and all its
siblings were gradually separated
and spread across the Milky Way.
The image of the previous page was
taken using the Wide Field Imager.
This camera is permanently mounted at the MPG/ESO 2.2-mehis video starts with a
tre telescope at the La Silla
view of the southern Milky
Observatory. It consists of
Way and takes us on a jourseveral CCD detectors with a
ney towards the open star
total of 67 million pixels and
cluster IC 4651, in the constelcan observe an area as large
lation of Ara (The Altar). The
as the full Moon. The instruMPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope
ment allows observations
at ESO’s La Silla Observatory
from visible light to the near
in Chile captured the final rich
infrared, with more than 40
and colourful close-up view.
filters available. For this im[ESO/Digitized Sky Survey 2/N.
age, only three of these filRisinger (skysurvey.org)]
ters were used.
n
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NASA's Hubble finds
supernovae in 'wrong
place at wrong time'
by NASA

young stars exploded sooner than
expected, hurling them to a lonely
place far from their host galaxies.
It's a complicated mystery of doublestar systems, merging galaxies, and
twin black holes that began in 2000
when the first such supernova was
discovered, according to study leader Ryan Foley, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. "This story has
taken lots of twists and turns, and I

was surprised every step of the way,"
he said. "We knew these stars had to
be far from the source of their excientists have been fascinated
plosion as supernovae and wanted
by a series of unusual exploding
to find out how they arrived at their
stars-outcasts beyond the typicurrent homes."
cal cozy confines of their galaxies. A
Foley thought that the doomed stars
new analysis of 13 supernovae — inhad somehow migrated to their
cluding archived data from NASA's
final resting spots. To prove his idea,
Hubble Space Telescope — is helphe studied data from the Lick Obsering astronomers explain how some
vatory in California and the W. M.
Keck Observatory and
the Subaru Telescope,
both in Hawaii, to determine how fast the
stars were traveling.
To his surprise, he discovered that the doomed stars were zipping
along at about the
same speed as stars
that have been tossed
out of our Milky Way
galaxy by its central supermassive black hole,
at more than 5 million
miles (7 million kilometers) an hour.
The astronomer then
hese Hubble Space Telescope images show elliptical galaxies with dark, wispy dust
turned his attention to
lanes, the signature of a recent galaxy merger. The dust is the only relic of a smaller
the aging galaxies in
galaxy that was consumed by the larger elliptical galaxy. The "X" in the images marks
the area of the speedthe location of supernova explosions that are associated with the galaxies. Each supering supernovae. Studynova may have been gravitationally kicked out of its host galaxy by a pair of central
ing Hubble archival imsupermassive black holes. When two galaxies merge, so do their supermassive black
ages, he confirmed that
holes. Astronomers suggest the supernovae were stars that were once part of doublemany are massive ellipstar systems. These systems wandered too close to the binary black holes, which ejectical galaxies that were
ted them from their galaxies. Eventually, the stars in each system moved close enough
merging or had recenttogether to trigger a supernova blast. [NASA, ESA, and R. Foley (University of Illinois)]
ly merged with other
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galaxies. The lanes are the
gether as their orbits conshredded remnants of a cannitinue to accelerate, which
balized galaxy. Other observaspeeds up the binary stars'
tions provided circumstantial
aging process. The binary
evidence for such encounters,
stars are likely both white
showing that the cores of
dwarfs, which are the burned
many of these galaxies had
out relics of stars. Eventually,
active supermassive black
the white dwarfs get close
holes fueled by the collision.
enough that one is ripped
Many of the galaxies also reapart by tidal forces. As mateside in dense environments at
rial from the dead star is quicthe heart of galaxy clusters, a
kly dumped onto the survivprime area for mergers. The
ing star, an explosion occurs,
telltale clue was strong dust
causing the supernova.
lanes piercing through the
The time it takes for one of
centers of several of them.
these ejected stars to explode
The location of the supernois relatively short, about 50
vae in relation to ancient galmillion years. Normally, these
axies indicates that the origkinds of binary stars take a
inal stars must have been old,
long time to merge, probably
his illustration offers a plausible scenario for
too, Foley reasoned. And if
much longer than the age of
how vagabond stars exploded as supernovae
the stars were old, then they outside the cozy confines of galaxies. 1) A pair
the universe, which is more
must have had companions of black holes comes together during a galaxy
than 13 billion years.
with them that provided merger, dragging with them up to a million stars
"The interaction with the
enough material to trigger a each. 2) A double-star system wanders too close
black holes shortens that
to the two black holes. 3) The black holes then
supernova blast.
fuse," Foley explained.
How does a double-star sys- gravitationally catapult the stars out of the galWhile scientists think they
tem escape the boundaries of axy. At the same time, the stars are brought closhave found what causes these
er together. 4) After getting booted out of the
a galaxy?
outcast supernovae, some
Foley hypothesizes that a pair galaxy, the binary stars move even closer tomysteries remain unsolved,
gether as orbital energy is carried away from the
of supermassive black holes in
such as why they are unduo in the form of gravitational waves. 5) Eventhe merging galaxies can prousually weak. These supernotually, the stars get close enough that one of
vide the gravitational sling- them is ripped apart by tidal forces. 6) As matevae produced more than five
shot to rocket the binary stars rial from the dead star is quickly dumped ontimes as much calcium as
into intergalactic space. Hub- to the surviving star, a supernova occurs.
other stellar explosions.
ble observations reveal that [NASA, ESA, and P. Jeffries and A. Feild (STScI)]
Normally, supernova explonearly every galaxy has a massions have enough energy to
gle black hole, occasionally a star
sive black hole at its center. Accordcreate much heavier elements, such
will wander too close to it and have
ing to Foley's scenario, after two
as iron and nickel, at the expense of
an extreme interaction," Foley said.
galaxies merge, their black holes
producing the lighter calcium.
"With two black holes, there are
migrate to the center of the new
However, for these atypical explotwo reservoirs of stars being draggalaxy, each with a trailing a cluster
sions, the fusion chain stops midged close to another black hole.
of stars. As the black holes dance
way, leaving lots of calcium and
This dramatically increases the likearound each other, slowly getting
very little iron.
lihood that a star is ejected."
closer, one of the binary stars in the
"Everything points to a weak exploWhile the black hole at the center
black holes' entourage may wander
sion," said Foley. "We know that
of the Milky Way may eject about
too close to the other black hole.
these blasts have lower kinetic enone star a century, a binary superMany of these stars will be flung far
ergy and less luminosity than typical
massive black hole may kick out 100
away, and those ejected stars in sursupernovae. They also appear to
stars a year.
viving binary systems will orbit even
have less ejected mass, whereas a
After getting booted out of the galcloser after the encounter, which
more energetic explosion should
axy, the binary stars move closer tospeeds up the merger. "With a sincompletely unbind the star."
n
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Cosmic recycling
by ESO

taining a large amount of ionised
hydrogen. A large portion of the
ionisation in Gum 56 is done by two
eeply immersed in this huge
O-type stars, which are hot blue–
stellar nursery are three cluswhite stars, also known as blue giters of hot young stars — only
ants because of their colour (note
a few million years old — which
that these stars fall outside the field
glow brightly in ultraviolet light. It is
of view of this particular image and
the light from these stars that causes
do not appear in the picture).
the nebula’s gas clouds to glow. The
This type of star is rare in the Uniradiation strips electrons from atoms
verse as the very large mass of blue
— a process known as ionisation —
giants means that they do not live
and when they recombine they refor long. After only roughly a millease energy in the form of light.
lion years these stars will collapse
Each chemical element emits light in
in on themselves and end their lives
characteristic colours and the large
as supernovae, as will many of the
clouds of hydrogen in the nebula are
other massive stars within the nebthe cause of its rich red glow.
ula. Besides the many newborn stars
Gum 56 — also known as IC 4628 or
nestled in the nebula, this large reby its nickname, the Prawn Nebula
gion is still filled with enough dust
— is named after the Australian
and gas to create an even newer
astronomer Colin Stanley Gum, who,
generation of stars. The regions of
in 1955, published a catalogue of H
the nebula giving birth to new stars
II regions. H II regions such as Gum
are visible in the image as dense
56 are huge, low density clouds conclouds. The material forming these
new stars includes the
remains of the most
massive stars from an
older generation that
have already ended
their lives and ejected
their material in violent supernova explosions. Thus the cycle of
stellar life and death
continues.
Given the two very un
usual blue giants in
his video sequence starts with a view of the
this area and the
rich central parts of the Milky Way and then
prominence of the
closes in on a spectacular region of star formanebula at infrared and
tion known as the Prawn Nebula (also known as
radio wavelengths, it
Gum 56 and IC 4628) in the constellation of
is perhaps surprising
Scorpius (The Scorpion). The final close up view
that this region has
is a very sharp image taken using the MPG/ESO
been comparatively
2.2-metre telescope at ESO’s La Silla Observalittle studied as yet by
tory in Chile. [ESO/Nick Risinger (skysurvey.org)]
professional astrono-

D
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mers. Gum 56 has a diameter of around 250 lightyears, but despite its huge
size it has also often been

T

he rich patchwork of gas clouds in this new
image make up part of a huge stellar nursery nicknamed the Prawn Nebula (also known
as Gum 56 and IC 4628). Taken using the MPG/
ESO 2.2-metre telescope at the La Silla Observatory in Chile, this may well be one of the
best pictures ever taken of this object. It shows
clumps of hot new-born stars nestled in among
the clouds that make up the nebula. [ESO]

overlooked by visual observers due to its faintness,
and because most of the
light it emits is at wavelengths not visible to the
human eye.
The nebula is at a distance
of about 6000 light-years
from Earth. In the sky it can
be found in the constellation Scorpius (The Scorpion)
where it has a projected
size which is four times the
size of the full Moon.
This image, which only captures a part of the nebula,
was taken with the 2.2metre MPG/ESO telescope
using the Wide Field Imager
(WFI) camera as part of
the ESO Cosmic Gems programme. The programme
makes use of telescope time
that cannot be used for
science observations to produce images of interesting,
intriguing or visually attractive objects. All data collected may also be suitable
for scientific purposes, and
are made available to astronomers through ESO’s
science archive.
n
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New Hubble image of
the Twin Jet Nebula
by NASA

T

he cosmic butterfly pictured in
this NASA/ESA Hubble Space
Telescope image goes by many
names. It is called the Twin Jet Nebula as well as answering to the slightly less poetic name of PN M2-9.
The M in this name refers to Rudolph Minkowski, a German-American astronomer who discovered the
nebula in 1947. The PN, meanwhile,
refers to the fact that M2-9 is a planetary nebula. The glowing and expanding shells of gas clearly visible
in this image represent the final stages of life for an old star of low to
intermediate mass. The star has not
only ejected its outer layers, but the
exposed remnant core is now illuminating these layers — resulting in a
spectacular light show like the one
seen here. However, the Twin Jet Nebula is not just any planetary nebula,
it is a bipolar nebula. Ordinary planetary nebulae have one star at their
centre, bipolar nebulae have two, in

T

he Twin Jet Nebula, or PN
M2-9, is a striking example of
a bipolar planetary nebula. Bipolar planetary nebulae are formed
when the central object is not a
single star, but a binary system.
Studies have shown that the
nebula’s size increases with
time, and measurements of this
rate of increase suggest that
the stellar outburst that formed
the lobes occurred just 1200
years ago. [ESA/Hubble & NASA]

a binary star system. Astronomers
have found that the two stars in this
pair each have around the same mass
as the Sun, ranging from 0.6 to 1.0

solar masses for the smaller star, and
from 1.0 to 1.4 solar masses for its
larger companion. The larger star is
approaching the end of its days and
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has already ejected its outer layers
of gas into space, whereas its partner is further evolved, and is a small
white dwarf.
The characteristic shape of the wings
of the Twin Jet Nebula is most likely
caused by the motion of the two
central stars around each other. It is
believed that a white dwarf orbits
its partner star and thus the ejected
gas from the dying star is pulled into
two lobes rather than expanding as
a uniform sphere. However, astronomers are still debating whether all

T

his video begins
with a groundbased view of the
night sky, before
zooming in on the
Twin Jet Nebula, a
bipolar planetary
nebula, as the
NASA/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope sees
it. [NASA & ESA]

bipolar nebulae are created by binary stars. Meanwhile the nebula’s

wings are still growing and, by measuring their expansion, astronomers
have calculated that the nebula was
created only 1200 years ago.
Within the wings, starting from the
star system and extending horizontally outwards like veins are two
faint blue patches. Although these
may seem subtle in comparison to
the nebula’s rainbow colours, these
are actually violent twin jets streaming out into space, at speeds in excess of one million kilometres per
hour. This is a phenomenon that is
another consequence of the binary
system at the heart of the nebula.
These jets slowly change their orientation, precessing across the lobes
as they are pulled by the wayward
gravity of the binary system.
The two stars at the heart of the
nebula circle one another roughly
every 100 years. This rotation not
only creates the wings of the butterfly and the two jets, it also allows
the white dwarf to strip gas from
its larger companion, which then
forms a large disc of material around
the stars, extending out as far as 15
times the orbit of Pluto! Even though
this disc is of incredible size, it is
much too small to be seen on the
image taken by Hubble. An earlier
image of the Twin Jet Nebula using
data gathered by Hubble’s Wide
Field Planetary Camera 2 was released in 1997. This newer version incorporates more recent observations
from the telescope’s Space Telescope
Imaging Spectrograph (STIS).
n
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A shy galactic
neighbour
by ESO

T

he Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy —
also known as the Sculptor
Dwarf Elliptical or the Sculptor Dwarf Spheroidal — is a dwarf
spheroidal galaxy, and is one of the
fourteen known satellite galaxies orbiting the Milky Way (this faint
galaxy should not be confused with
the much brighter Sculptor Galaxy,
NGC 253, in the same constellation).
These galactic hitchhikers are located close by in the Milky Way’s extensive halo, a spherical region extending far beyond our galaxy’s spiral arms. As indicated by its name,
this galaxy is located in the southern
constellation of Sculptor and lies
about 280,000 light-years away from
Earth. Despite its proximity, the galaxy was only discovered in 1937, as
its stars are faint and spread thinly
across the sky.
Although difficult to pick out, the
Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy was among

T

he Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy, pictured in a new image from
the Wide Field Imager camera, installed on the 2.2-metre MPG/ESO
telescope at ESO’s La Silla Observatory, is a close neighbour of
our galaxy, the Milky Way. Despite their proximity, both galaxies have very distinct histories
and characters. This galaxy is
much smaller, fainter and older
than the Milky Way and appears
here as a cloud of faint stars filling most of the picture. [ESO]

the first faint dwarf galaxies found
orbiting the Milky Way. The tiny galaxy’s shape intrigued astronomers at
the time of its discovery, but nowadays dwarf spheroidal galaxies play
a more important role in allowing
astronomers to dig deeply into the
Universe’s past.
The Milky Way, like all large galaxies, is thought to have formed
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from the build-up of smaller galaxies
during the early days of the Universe. If some of these small galaxies
still remain today, they should now
contain many extremely old stars.
The Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy fits the
bill as a primordial galaxy, thanks to
a large number of ancient stars, visible in this image (below left).
Astronomers can determine the age
of stars in the galaxy because their
light carries the
signatures of only
a small quantity of
heavy chemical elements.
These heavy elements accumulate
in galaxies with
successive generations of stars. A
low level of heavy
elements thus indicates that the
average age of the
stars in the Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy
is high.
This quantity of
old stars makes
the Sculptor Dwarf
Galaxy a prime target for studying
the earliest periods of star formation. In a recent
study, astronomers
combined all the
data available for
the galaxy to create the most accurate star formation history ever
determined for a
dwarf spheroidal
galaxy. This analysis revealed two
distinct groups of
stars in the galaxy.
The first, predominant group is the

T

his image of the sky around the Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy was created from
pictures from the Digitized Sky Survey 2. The galaxy appears as a small
faint cloud close to the centre of the picture. [ESO/Digitized Sky Survey 2]

older population, which is lacking in
heavier elements. The second, smaller population, in contrast, is rich
with heavy elements. Like young

people crowding into city centres,
this youthful stellar population is
concentrated toward the galaxy’s
core. The stars within dwarf galaxies
like the Sculptor Dwarf
Galaxy can exhibit complex star formation histories. But as most of these
dwarf galaxies’ stars have
been isolated from each
other and have not interacted for billions of years,
each collection of stars has
charted its own evolutionary course. Studying the
similarities in dwarf galaxies’ histories, and explainhis video zoom takes a closer look at the
Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy, pictured in new
ing the occasional outliers,
image from the Wide Field Imager camera, inwill help to explain the destalled on the 2.2-metre MPG/ESO telescope
velopment of all galaxies,
at ESO’s La Silla Observatory. This elusive
from the most unassuming
galaxy is a close neighbour of our galaxy, the
dwarf to the grandest spiMilky Way. Despite their proximity, both
rals. There is indeed much
galaxies have very distinct histories and charfor astronomers to learn
acters. This galaxy is much smaller, fainter
from the Milky Way’s shy
and older than the Milky Way. [DSS, ESO]
neighbours.
n
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Discovered t
Dyson spher
by Michele Ferrara

In the constellation Cygnus there is an apparently normal star that over a period of a
couple of years has shown two inexplicable
dips in brightness. No known natural phenomenon seems to be at the origin of this
abnormal behaviour and there is someone
who does not exclude that the cause should
be found around the star in the form of
megastructures built by an alien civilization.

T

aking up an idea first postulated in
1937 by the science fiction writer
Olaf Stapledon, in the early ‘60s Freeman Dyson, renowned physicist and mathematician, theorized that an advanced
civilization, increasingly in need of energy
supplies, could harness the radiation of its
star by building all around it, at a safe distance, a megastructure capable of collecting stellar energy to be then made available to the same civilization. Although
Dyson initially spoke of “shells”, such utopia has gone down in history as the
“Dyson sphere” and has so far been hosted
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mostly in novels, movies and
science fiction TV series. In an
article published in Science in
the summer of 1960, Dyson
pointed out that megastructures of that kind would release, as they heat up, an
amount of infrared radiation
not attributable to the star, a
property that could have been
exploited by us in the search
for possible extraterrestrial civilizations (unless these civilizations have found a way to prevent any form of heat dissipation...). Even more evident
than the infrared excess could
however be the drops of brightness in the visible light of the
stars surrounded by the megastructures, drops whose extent
would depend on the form and movement
of the latter. Leaving aside the hyperbolic
case of a closed Dyson sphere, let us rather
think of the case of rings or multiple bands
of solar panels as wide as planets: if in certain geometric and dynamic circumstances
they were to occasionally interpose between the star and a distant observer, they
would cause the occultation of a not insignificant part of the stellar surface and
hence a considerable dip in brightness.
Unlike the transit of a planet, that typically
causes very modest occultations, always of
the same size, same duration and at regular intervals, the transit of megastructures
would produce more severe and unpredic-

table events. When in 2009 NASA's Kepler
space telescope went into action, the possibility to record the effects of possible
transits of megastructures on the disks of
distant stars became reality. Kepler monitored for four years the photometric behaviour of more than 156,000 stars in a small
region of sky between the constellations
of Lyra, Cygnus and Draco. As it happens
more and more often, as part of observation campaigns producing huge amounts
of data, in the preliminary analysis of the
latter were also involved numerous volunteer amateur astronomers whose task was
to sift through thousands of light curves
in order to find traces of any transits. This

A

bove, a Dyson sphere
almost totally
closed, formed by
giant hexagonal
panels. [Jay Wong]
Below, the unexplained light curve
of KIC 8462852,
with two deep
minimums recorded by Kepler. [T.
Boyajian et al.]
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project of citizen science, dubbed Planet
Hunters, was launched in 2011 as part of
the larger Zooniverse programme, and entrusted to the supervision of Tabetha Boyajian, an astronomer at Yale University.
Shortly after Planet Hunters was started,
some volunteers reported something unusual: a star called KIC 8462852 (KIC stands
for Kepler Input Catalog) showed an absurd light curve, with drops in light never
observed before.
This star, that during phases of normalcy
has a magnitude of 11.7, after about 800
days of monitoring by Kepler it dimmed by
15% in nearly a week, after which it returned to its previous brightness.

T

op, infrared
image taken
with UKIRT, in
which KIC
8462852 shows a
suspicious left
bulge (the interval between lines
is 10 arcseconds).
Right, the star
recorded with
Keck, which reveals the presence
of a possible
companion. [T.
Boyajian et al.]

Then, between day 1510 and 1570,
the same star underwent a series of
drops in brightness ranging from a
few hundredths of magnitude to a
drastic peak of 22%, i.e. more than
1/5th of the surface covered by something.
To understand the extent of this
event, it must be considered that a
large planet such as Jupiter transiting across the disk of a star as big as
the Sun dims the light of the latter
by just 1%. And KIC 8462852 is actually 1.5 times larger than the Sun
and it is even brighter (spectral type
F3, surface temperature 6750 ± 120 K).
Unfortunately, in 2013 a critical malfunction put an end to Kepler’s primary mission, making no longer possible to observe the star with this instrument. The available data were,
however, sufficient to Boyajian and her
large team of collaborators for a first series
of evaluations, aimed at excluding as many
causes as possible behind the amazing
drops in light. In this task were also involved Jason Wright, astronomer at Penn State
University, known for his theoretical research on signs of alien civilizations, and
Andrew Siemion, director of the SETI
(Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence)
Research Center at UCLA, Berkeley.
Strong of its variety of expertise and experience, the team of researchers reviewed all
the possible known causes that could explain KIC 8462852 behaviour. Let us briefly
look at them. 1) If the star was very young
or very old it could display intrinsic variability of different nature, instead it appears to be a
quiet main sequence star, neither particularly young nor particularly old. 2) If for some abnormality the photosphere was
to be occasionally affected by
giant spots (of the solar type
but much larger), there may actually be deep drops in light,
but the more these formations
are large, the more slowly they
evolve, generating recognizable
light curves related to the star’s
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far-fetched to say the least. The only advantage of the “cometary solution” is that
it does not generate a significant surplus of
infrared radiation.
If none of the above causes were valid,
there are only two other possibilities: either an unknown – or at least underestimated − phenomenon, or the presence
around the star of an artificial megastructure. The same researchers consider the latter a last resort and the best that can be
said at the moment is that the issue remains unresolved, because neither the archival research of images and photometric
data (about 700 measurements from the
years 1900 to 2000) and nor the new observations of the star have provided further
information.
Now it is being thought to point the 100meters radiotelescope of Green Bank towards KIC 8462852, hoping to pick up alien
signals, which, given the distance of the
star, would have however been emitted
1,480 years ago. Considering the mysterious phenomenon that has characterized
KIC 8462852 and its relatively high brightness, this star should be a priority target for
many amateur astronomers.
n

T

he star field
containing
KIC 8462852
(shown by
dashes), photographed by Gianluca Masi on 15
October 2015, as
part of The Virtual Telescope
Project.

Image: Saturn by NASA

rotation; since KIC
8462852 rotates in just
21.1 hours, it would
be very easy to check
the presence of a huge
“sunspot”. 3) Around
the star could orbit a
giant dark and compact body, but there is
nothing known that
at that kind of size
could not be directly
seen; moreover, no
appreciable changes
in the radial velocity
of the star were recorded, which means
that in orbit there are
no relevant masses. 4)
KIC 8462852 could be
surrounded by a disk
of dust and debris with
local accumulations
generated by recent
collisional events of asteroids or planets,
but in that case there would be an excess
of infrared radiation, which instead is completely absent. 5) Is there perhaps an error
in the recording of photometric data by
Kepler? No errors detected!
At this point the researchers assessed the
possibility that a star very close to KIC
8462852, such as to merge the two light
emissions, was the real responsible for the
abnormal drops in light. Indeed, at just
1,000 astronomical units (almost 6 lightdays) from KIC 8462852 there is a red
dwarf, perhaps gravitationally bound to
the first, perhaps only transiting. This star
is however too small to somehow influence
the light curve of KIC 8462852, but it could
have disrupted a possible cometary cloud
of the latter (something similar to our Oort
Cloud), diverting a large number of nucleus
towards the star, where they would temporarily concentrate obscuring the disk.
This is the preferred solution by Boyajian
and colleagues but, frankly, the transitoriness and spatial narrowness of the concentration of cometary nucleus in the vicinity
of the star would require dynamic coincidences, such as to make this scenario rather

